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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Holga & Lomography Lomography.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW

        The user manual for the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Photography  -  Film Cameras  -  Holga & Lomography.
        


        The "Glow" glow-in-the-dark, yellow-colored Lomography Diana F+ Medium Format Camera is a stylish 120 format medium format camera designed to give you a unique look with its plastic build and 75mm removable lens. This lens functions with the use of a zone focusing system that will help you get your subjects in focus quickly and easily. Also, when the lens is removed you can stop down the aperture on the camera to make a pinhole. There are even two shutter speeds to select from, a normal daytime shutter and a bulb long exposure for night and low light conditions. 

 The Diana F+ features multiple shooting modes for getting either 12 or 16 shots on a single roll. This is done by shooting either 2 x 2" or 1.7 x 1.7" frames. Another feature is Endless Panorama which allows you to place sequential frames right next to each other for a seamless image. Additionally, you can advance the film as much or as little as you like to take multiple exposures or other creative shots. The camera also features a shutter lock for sharp long exposures and a standard tripod thread on the bottom. 

 Included with the camera is the Diana F+ flash that continues with the classic look and feel of the camera as well as providing some color gel filters for getting a different look and feel from your images. 

        
      
	        
        If you own a Lomography holga & lomography and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 Format 	 120 
	 Material 	 Plastic 
	 Lens 	 75mm 
	 Focusing 	 Zones: 3.3-6.6' (1-2 m), 6.6-13.1' (2-4 m), 13.1' to infinity (4 m to infinity) 
	 Aperture 	 	Sunny (f/16)
	Partly Cloudy (f/11)
	Cloudy (f/8)
	Pinhole

 
	 Shutter Speed 	 Daytime, Bulb 
	 Image Size 	 12-Shot Mode: 2 x 2" (5.2 x 5.2 cm)
 16-Shot Mode: 1.7 x 1.7" (4.2 x 4.2 cm)
 Endless Panorama: 1.8 x 1.8" (4.6 x 4.6 cm) 
	 Tripod Mount 	 1/4"-20 
	 Dimensions 	 5 x 3.75 x 3" (12.5 x 9.5 x 7.6 cm) 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new holga & lomography, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Lomography users keep a unique electronic library
        for Lomography holga & lomographys,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the holga & lomography.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Lomography service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Lomography Diana F  Medium Format Camera (Glow) HB700GLOW. User manuals are also
        available on the Lomography website under Photography  -  Film Cameras  -  Holga & Lomography.
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